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Details

Airbag

The shape of our airbag offers a full protection: back, neck, spine, chest, ribs, pelvis, abdomen,
etc. 18 L of gas protection for an optimal pressure. Fast inflation time 100 ms. A stretchy fabric is
positioned on top of the back to optimize the protection of the neck.

Excellent protection
with TURTLE
technology

This leather jacket integrates the TURTLE technology: the airbag is located under the back protector (SAS-TEC level 2). This innovation is a very big protection improvement for the back. The
results of absorption and distribution of shocks is considerably higher and it protects from intruding objects.

Leather of high quality Our Xena lady jacket consists of black leather of high quality (cow hide 1,2 mm).
Protectors

Elbow and shoulder protectors are integrated in our leather jacket as well as SAS-TEC back protector Level 2 for the " TURTLE effect".

Insulation Liner

Removable thermal lining, 100% Polyester (color: bordeaux) to drive all year.

Adjusted and
comfortable cut

Stretchy leather on sides and at the bottom of the back ensure a fitted cut and a high comfort.
Stretchy and breathable fabric under the arms for a great mobility. Hip size adjustable with velcro.

Pockets

2 outside pockets, 2 inside pockets (classic + smartphone).

Reconditioning

Quick and easy replacement of the CO2 Cartridge. It is nicely hidden in a pocket for more aesthetic.

Mechanical trigger
system

Helite airbags are mechanical to avoid unexpected airbag activation and changing batteries. No
special tools or technical knowledge are required to install the lanyard on the motorcycle.

Certification

CE certification - Xena is certified by the external laboratory CRITT Sport, the French specialist for
objectively testing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).
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Xena appeals to all women who want to combine style and safety on motorcycle. This timeless airbag jacket
can be worn by everyone thanks to its stretchy leather and guarantees a maximum of comfort. The perfect
and feminine fit emphasizes the silhouette while integrating Turtle technology for an optimal protection.

black leather
cow hide 1,2 mm

stretchy material
for the airbag

Technology
back protector
SAS-TEC

stretchy leather
perfect fit and comfort

hidden
cartridge

Hidden cartridge
in a pocket

Removable thermal
lining (color: bordeaux)

Perfect fit with velcro
and stretchy leather

Zippers on the
sleeves

SIZE CHART *
XENA
Height (cm)
Chest line (cm) with
equipment
Hip line (cm) with
equipment
Cartridge

S

M

L

XL

165-180

170-185

175 - 190

180 - 195

85-95

90-100

95-105

100-110

85-100

90-105

95-110

100-115

60 CC

60 CC

60 CC

60 CC

* This size chart is for information only. Caution, you mustn’t wear Helite airbag if you weigh less than 35kg.
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Find below the frequently asked questions concerning the Xena airbag
jacket. Don’t hesitate to send us further questions.

Can I wear the Xena leather jacket when it is raining?
The Xena leather jacket is high-quality and can be worn when it is raining. However, it was not
designed to be waterproof, so we can’t guarantee that you will stay dry under a heavy rain.

How can I maintain the Xena leather jacket?
Like every leather jacket a maintenance is necessary to keep its flexibility and its color. We recommend to maintain the airbag jacket on a regular base using suitable products. Caution, do not
wash the jacket with a washing machine or with cleaning supplies, you can damage the leather.

Can I wear a backpack over a Helite airbag system?
Yes, while keeping in mind that the more resistance there is, the slower the airbag will deploy
properly. We recommend to adjust your backpack straps fairly wide.

How long will it take for my airbag to deflate?
Your airbag must stay inflated to support and protect the rider long enough. It will take 5-7
minutes for the airbag to deflate completely. If you unscrew and remove the canister, the airbag
will deflate quickly. You can unclip and remove the airbag immediately after the fall if you are in
a safe area.

Can the airbag activate itself automatically? What if I forget to detach myself?
Helite airbags are mechanical to avoid unexpected airbag activation. Accidental deployments are
extremely rare. The tractive force required to activate the airbag is between 20 and 30 kg depending on the size. If a rider forgets to detach from his bike, he will feel a strong tension on his vest
or jacket before the airbag is triggered. As the car belt, clip and unclip the motorcycle strap will
quickly become a habit.
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